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"The Q,uest for the Central Theme in ....Jouthern t.ristory11 

Althoue-h the paper contains some clever writing, it is an obvious 

piece of strawmanship. It fails utterly to prove its ooint-- perhans 

because there really is no ootPt. Apparently the work has three themes: 

the first is 8 refutation of the very idea of a central theme in southenn 

history and ari eNamination of the deficienmies in central themer:-y. The 

second "p o l nt ", related to the first, e ems to be some kind of criticism 

of scholaT>shio in the ~ield of 3outhern history. The third is a va~ue 

caveat to scholars in general and hi•stoT>ians of the South in uarticular. 

However, the reader doesn 1 t get very far into the pape r-v before he dis- 

covers that there is no point .,, and very little merit, to the <ror'k , 

After a nromising beginning, it degenerates into so"lle vague staterrierits 

and sugge~tions tacked on to an uneven and carping bit of historical 

criticism and concluded by a rather undistinguished statement of the 

writer 1 s own faith. 

Tn the first V.v-o p a g e s , the writer p r-om I s e s much. He warns that the 

search for a central theme to 96uthern history is a fruitless one, be- 

cause of the var I ed nature of Southern 1 i fe, geop;rari'l-iy, ec ono-n C"1, 
is 

society, etc, and/indeed a very dangerous activity. Hot on Lv is the 

search un-h i "1 tori cal 'lnd un-i rrt e Ll.e c tua 1, because it tends to s tifle 

creat·ve thinkinis and even cause the supnression of evidence which midt 

co~tr diet the centrql theme, but it has really served to warn the nast 

to fit the ends of politicians, promoters, propagandists, and polemicists. 

~efusin"' to commit himself on the uue s t Lon of 1<Thether or not there really 

i 8 q "South, 11 the 1<Tri ter thens tat es that scholqrly endeavors to define 

the .South has "r-ev ea Led much more about the state of historical ~ cholar- 

shio ••• than it has about a reril or imagined South." So, the reader 

is prepared to coriRider an evaluation of both centr2l themerv and the 

duped and Misled scholars whose worl!"s have serv€ld such evil ends. 



An exploration into the idea of a central theme in Southern history, 

the writer insists, "is an exploration of the arts of oronaganda an" of 

the manner in wh~ch devotees of the maiden Clio prostitute her virtues." 

Bu t this glib, clever, but so mewha t labored, metaphor is the last thing 

iv or thy of note in the o a p e r , 

The wri.ter's labored attack first c errbe r-s on poor old Ulrich .)hillips 

1 " w~ose efforts have long since suffered the ravages of time and ''enlighterled 

scholarship. Then for several pages the author ninvestigates" other 

oroposed central themes, most of which he doesn't even attempt to refute. 

If he had effectually denied the validity of white su8remacy and ruralism 

as central themes, he might have salvaged part of his argument. In one 

instance, he twists the evidence to serve his purpose. The geographer 

who defined the South as a region of peculiar architectural characteris- 

tics and of s o ec Lf'Lc urban and rural community tynes wasn't nearly as 

specific in identifying the South T"1'i th slovenliness as thew ri ter as sated. 

A.nd this doubtful instance is one of the few that has any connection 

whatsoever to propagandists or"!\°the use of history for unhifltorical nur- 

poses. 

By the ti"'le the writer finished thtg1jteen p age s , he completely destroyed 

his own agguTient. His "moiao'Li.t.h l c " strawrnan had proved to be11nmltilithic11; 

in fact, some of the central themes even seemed to have validity. ~he 

author even found some kind of ur'1ty in the "sout h.." rte dealt with the 

idea~that the movement for Southern unity was a central theme and 

tacttly admitted th~t the people g~thered in defense of "existing econo 

mic and political arrangements. 11 But instead of investigating the Ld ea 
themselves 

to see if the ')oli ticians/had found a central theme Around which niany 

peoole in the southern United states couiB unit;, he merely refuted it as 
+~~ 

a tricK of propagandists. But he did not even expound jat~l 1r ~reason- 

ing beh5nd his denial of the proposition. He merely bubstantiated his 

reasoning with a kind 0f hol'l'J.O ex machina and claj1ed that Southerner~ 



in res.,.,onding to the a0 eals of their leaders were but acting like 

"f1.meY'icans.11 This (more than) vaguely familiar remark offers no answer. 

T0 substantiate a position by referring to something as hazy and meaning 

less as 'Americanism" and "national oat terns" and to use the t e r-ms as if 

they actually meant something is merely to comoound at least twice over 

the very thine;s that the author objects to in the search for "SouthisM." 

The basis of his argument is as least as non-intellectual and un-historical 

as centr~l theme huntine;. 

In the last two pages, his argument collap~es. Originally, he established 

as his basis the awful attemnt to find a s Lrig Le answer to the Southern 

expereince and the p r-e s s Ln« need to redeem the ao os t at.e scholars whose 

search for a central theme has so corruoted rd storical writing. Hov.rever, 

it suddently apnears that there is not ONE central theme. The writer 

himself has reuroduced a half-doaen or more, and in so doing demolished 

his whole rather monolithic case. Havin established the specter of a 

central theme and decried the r-e s u Ltri ng deterioration of s cho Lar-s hd o , the 

author, by s how i.ng that there are several the-mes and admitting that some 

of them even have val-idity, destroyed hisargument. Despite his assertion 

that some of the i.deas are valuable, he still insists that the search 

"t'or- unifying f'or-c e s , constant f'ac t or s ]' e t c , , has been an utter failure. 

l'-iuch of the author's confusion seems to be due to his OWYl uncertainty 

as to whether or not there is a "South111 or 11Southness.11 In his insecurity 

the writer demands that the evidence either for or against should be 

incontrovertible-- and this is always a rather sure and safe ground from 

•-1h-i ch to attack. 

Thf> failure of his first argument doomed his second and rendered his 

innictment of scholars of Southern history and ~is warning to future 

generations rather silly. By hisown evidence the author has indicated 

that the search for a central theme has NOT made the historian "reduce 

his data to a single over-riding t~eme, to seek a formula to e~tablish 

a dogmatic and de t e rm+n t stic view· or to set u : e at e g or-Le s which. •.,rou]d 
obviate the necessity for research, study and tho1 rrht.n 1'he very 
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1e~istence of the theMes that the writer has presented negates most of 

' t the force of his ar~ument. Instead of restrjcting and corru..-,ting scholar- 

ship to the degree that the wr-L ter suggests (but NEVER and only rarely 

even attam....,ts to prove), the search for a central t~eme see~s to have 

sti~ulated scholars, some more thoughtful and able than other~ to lonk 

into many areas of Southern life. There is no evldence in the 'JalJer that 

h:istorians have acce.,-,ted a eertain the7"!e as "revealed truth," not does 

he convince the reader that the "c entir-a'l themes fl have =er-ve d to »r-omo t e 

segregation, to propagandize, attr~ct busjness, encourage emigration 

or immigrat:ion, etc., etc. 

Unfortunately, despite all the def:iciencies in the paper, the writer 

stubbornly insists that he has a message and airs his real or contrived 

grievances q~ainst his colleagues. After nresentin~ absolutely no evi 

dence that his warning is either earned or timely, he re-writes his 

opening oarapraDh and sticks it in at the end just as if it were the 

proper conclusion for all t~at had gone before. But the effort is snide 

rather than convincing, and his diBtinction between "historians worthy 

of the name" and "adjectival" historians is so unrelated to enyt11.ing 

t~at any significance it ~i~ht have is obscure. Although his final 

statenents about the nature of hjstory ~nd the ryurposes of historical 

research are unoriginal and somwhat imcomµlete, they would be, in a 

dif rerent con text, pertinent enough. Ji thin the context of this -iap er-, 

his call for a return to objectivity, intellecualism, and careful,cool 

scholarshio is inco~gruous, presumptious, and somewhat po~~ous. The 

author has calledattention to the pr-ob.Le-ns of "Southern" history, but 

he has made no cons t.r-uc t Lve suggestions for solving-them. He has nronosed 

a bold th13sjs'; 111ade darin~ accusation8, anrl turned many a neat nhrase, 

but he has l"l'J.ade.no contribution. 



Professor Smiley's denial of an all inclusive theme 
in southern history is a valid argument. In effect he is stating 
that there is no "South"--as there is no "North11 or "West". History 
concerns itself with the interaction of personalities and not with 
discerning the uniqueness of geographic designations. A fifteen page, 
purely negative essay, however, is unwarranted and tedious. Professor 
Smiley has merely set up convenient strawmen whom he proceeds to trampel 
afoot. He juxtaposes conflicting secondary interpretations but offers 
no meaningful commentary or positive evaluation of either his sources 
or the p robt em , The paper simply demonstrates that there is no "South". 
Mr. Smiley suggests nothing new and hrings no new hypothesis Jll:!l to bear 
upon the problem of interpretating events in the South. 

To insist that "the South" is distinct and unique from 
the rest of the country because of climactic variations or a penchant 
for militarism is untenable. To avoid any generalization, however, 
and to insist that certain characteristics i.e. a plantation system 
and a slave economy do not provide useful themes to interpretating the 
past is e0ually invalid. Granted the plantation system was confined to 
the Tidewater, still the Tidewater was different from the rocky coast 
of New England. The problem for the historian is to analyze the effect 
th~ plantation system or sla~e economy had upon the influential 
spokesmen in the South. Too, to what extent were the spokesmen for 
the South on the national scene, reacting favorably or unfavorably to 
theplantation system. While southerners were far from united over the 
isssue of slavery in 1861, there was enough apathy, support or tacit 
acceptance in "the Solfith" to precipitate secession. 

Throughout the paper Professor Smiley vaguely refers to 
the anti intellectual, unhistoric purposes to which historians have put 
the concept of a central theme in southern history. "Historians 
accordingly further the interests of the dominant elements in their 
communities by reasoning from climate to plantation and to slavery." 
(p.5) This point is never developed in the paper. 

Also, the statement on page 14 that southern laasers 
"'Ven longed for the ~lection of Lincoln as a stimulus to utjity needs 
documentation. 

Sadly, the entire paper is sound and fury signifying H 
nothing. 

Bill Paul 
Hist. 261 
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A Critique of the essay, "The Quest for the Central Theme 
in Southern History" 

The contention that there can be no central theme of Southern 

History is convincingly stated in the essay, "The Quest for the Central 

Theme in Southern History." (rumored to have been written by that 

product of Hesseltine Tartar-Pup Kennels, Inc., David L. Smiley.) 

The basic point, that it is anti-historical."to attempt to establish 

a gogmatic central theme to explain ·Southern History, seems valid. The 

last two paragraphs are a v.obthy attempt to state the real task of the 

ht st.ord.an , In a few places, however-, the fornrulation employed makes the 

author sound rather optimistic about what a historian can accomplish. 

does not adequately take into ccount 

some problems faced by the hl st.or'Lan, One such statement is, 11The purpose 

of any 'interpretation' of the past, including many efforts to define 

the central theme of Southern History, is to sug:est a concept by which 

data may be tested." Another made by the author is that the task of 

the historian is "to report what happened in the past and to judge 

objectively why it happened." The two taken together almost make it 

sound as if the author is thinking of history an an objective science 

in whic~ tPemes (hypothe9As) Rre useful only in testing data, p process 

t~rough . ~ c'· causal relationships can be objectively e stabl l shed, 

One of the problems of the historian is that his data is limited, 

so that he can never report completely what happened in the past, and 

he can never establish beyond a degree of probability why it happened, 

Another rroblem is thRt the historian himself is a hu~.an being involved 

in the events and causal relationships of the time sequence. He can 
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ther'3fore never be totally objective i.n judgement of these events and 

relationships, but can on1 y view and interpret them from his position 

and experience in the sequence of events. 

Still anobhe r problem is that to 'repor-t what happened and 11to 

extend human understanding of the present by ana.1yzing the data of the 

past, 11 the historian must somehow present his mabe rdal. to the publ.Lc, 

In order to make his presentation significant and understandable, he 

Im.lst group his facts according t o some scheme and interpret them. In 

other words, he IIUlst use themes not only as a connept by which to 

test data, but also as a technique for presenting findtngs. 

The essay on11'fhe Quest for the Central Theme in Southern History" 

provides an example of this. The author has given an organization to 

his SJ.!"'Tey of attempts to define a central theme. He has done this by 

grouping the attemp+~s into. two general categories. Al though this 

division serves the purpose of giving organization and order to the ~ssay, 

at some points it is arbitrary. For example, the writers who find a 

main theme in settlement characteristics such as a group of architectural 

styles and re~ional house types on slovenly farms of scat Le red unpainted 

buildings are put in the category of historians who stress the development 

of certain acquired characteristics of the Southern people. Yet those 

historians who stress the plantation and the traditions ard code of 

honor of the planter are placed in the category of those ~eeking to 

explain the South through the central effects of environment. There 

is a reason why each theme fits in best where he has placed it, but he 

has had to force things somewhat to meet his need for an orderly arrangement. 

The point is that in the mechanics of presenting mat.e rLal, , even in an 

essay on historiography, themes are necessary ~s tcchni~ues cf ~rr~n~~ment 

and ".f s''''' "ing rscarrlng and s:i ~ifi cance , The warning, however, that the 

themes and interpretati.ons which the historian employs dare not become 

dogmas or "revealed thuths" is well taken. 
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Concerning the question about the value of exaniining ...:.nglish 

abbeys as protypes of the Southern plantation, my lack of knowledge 

hinders me in making any valid judgement. In such a study siibilarities 

and +nt.er-est.mg parallels concerning the economic and socf.al, role 

of the institutions in their societies might be found, although important 

differences exist too. An abb~y was a continuous, on-~oing institution, 

not dependent on one family and its heirs. Tnere was strong institutional 

cont:inuity tJf administrat;i.on. The monasterles did much leasing of manors 

to farmers who paid their rents or tithes in payments of kind. This 

system operated on a larger scale, but does have some surface similarities 

to the sharecropping and tenant farm.er system that developed in the South 

after the Civil War. It would be a tricky business to establish any 

carryover from the monasteries to the plantation. 

In some respects, because of their institutional nature, their staff 

of professional administrators, and their patrons ~mo had a cl.aim to 

priviliges, the monasteries bore reesmblance to the joint stock company. 

As interesting as a study of the English monasteries shoul.d be 

a study of the lay lords of England, who also bear resemblances to the 

Southern planter • 

.. 



Fiedelman, Judith Ann 
November 5, 1962 

Upon first examining The Quest for the Central Theme in Southern History, 

it seems a t;ood paper with a necessary and worthwhile point to make: that 

there is no central theme to southern history. However, upon more careful 

c ons Lde ra t.Lon , a number of questions arise. Just what does the author mean 

by saying that there is no "central theme;11 indeed, what does he mean by the 

term itself? If by his statement, he intends to point out that it is wr cng 

to isolate~ of the common factors associated with the South, such as 

slavery, the plantation ideal, or cli~ate, and say it is THE reason for the 

distincltive ohe r-a ct.e r of' the Southern states, then he has a valid thesis. 

If, however, he is trying to paint a black and white picture and by not 

accepting one approach, saying its opposite must be true: that the South 

is not different, then quarrel must be made with his entire argtunent. 

Obviously, in a section as large and nebulous as the 11South11, no one factor 

or set o:f' factors Hill hold true for every region, let alone every individual. 

'l'h:.s does not mean that these :'actors have no validity as distinguishing 

characteristics. Together they fonn a 9icture of an area which because of 

its differences was unique f'r om the rest of the nation and when attacked for 

these features, united in spite of internal diversities to meet the outside 

challenge. Such was the case in 12,60, and it is only by examining the 

qualities that separated the South, end the effect of each, th~t it is 

p o s s Lb l e to come to any understanding of the scce s s l cn mov emerrt and the 

r e su l t i ng Civil 'iflar. 

A secnnd question immediately appears. Is the author ref'errinr to the 

South of 12,60 or 1960? He never makes it clear, and most of the important 

characteristics he discusses are no longer valid, and could certainly not 

be considered as f'o rm i.ng a pattern for the South from App oma t t.ox to the 
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n r e s errt. day. ':!i th v~ period of 11So·Jthern history11 is he concerned? After 

all, it has b e en a century since the Civil ~fo.r and much has o cr ur ed to -iake 

the history of the post-war South distinct fro:n the rest of the country, but 

for different reasons. At this point, C. Vann V/oodward 1 s Burden of South 'rn 

History of'f'e r s a worthwhile and valid approach: that the South is di'"'ferent 

because of its history. 1,/hy vrasn1t this interpretation considered? 

'The aut.l or is also to be cri ticizetl for the way he links in an unfavorable 

"1anner historians with nhom he disaerees and the politicians, propagandizers, 

etc. who nay use their material. Historiaf.$who believe that there a re 

characteristics central to the study of South~rn history do not come to their 

conclusions in order to help t.h= cause of politicians. The writer is using 

a questionable method when he a t.t.e cks the v ork of such historie.ns b:' connecting 

their aterial with purposes they did not intend. This can happen to 

historians in all areas, "ri ting from all viewpoints. 

Thus, if the author is conce!'ned with either the ante-bell m or the post 

vra r South, his paper is open to a t ta ck , He mus t first define Pit'"> wha t p riod 

he is concerned, and wha t, he means by "c errt ra I t.home , 11 Just ·rh::it is the South 

to him as a historian? How does he propose to study x~:e causal relations such 

as t0.0se leading to the secession of the Southern ste.tes? Of what use are 

the disti:-iguishing characteristics of the South? He states that they have a 

validity in testing data -- agreed. But, when historians accept features as 

distinctive of an area and are cnncerned with their effects, they do not 

necessarily regard them as statements of 11revealed truth", as the writer 

s e ems to believe. He is too o r one to think in t.e rms of b Leck and white; 

extremes are never true but this does not eliminate the nropositions an 

which they are based. Historians s houLd neither make value judgcient.s nor 

proclaim their v i ews as THE TRU'fH. The author is correct in stating t.hi,s , 



But, it does not mean they are not to interpret. Facts can be found in an 

encyclopaedia. 'I'he hi s t o r-i an must an swe r the 11why11 d e-ne nd e d by his facts. 

If he happens to be studying the South, he mus t de t=rm i ne not only whe t he r 

the South was different, and vhy, but how this a"fected its history and that 

of the rest cf the nation. 
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To establish a fact as an irrevocable end immutable category in 

'Which all other historical facts either have value or they are not 

in reality facts is 11to misuse history and to repudiate its princ:iiples. n 

(2) As one historian has said, to interpret the past in this manner 

is illustrative n1n seinem Ve~such Lfn this case, Arnold Toyn.bey die 

Geschichte in Schubladen zu sperren.1 /]erhar-d Masur, nA;t>nold Toyn.bees - 
Philosophie der Geschichte," Historische Zeitschrift (Mtinchen, 1952), 

• • • In order that the fornru.la of the central theme remain undisturbed 

In the historical context of the period herein considered, an 

excellent example of the his tori en 1 s desire to over-simplify the past 

is .James Ford Rhode •s famous statement that of the Civil War there was 

but one ause , slavery. The same is true for· Ulrich B. Phillipst 

proposal about beginning the study of the South by considering the 

weather. Correctly has Smiley contended that 11the search for such an 

oversimplified discription of the complex past Lf:'ne central theme in 

Southern histor,ii is indeed anti-intellectual and anti-historical • 

the searcher would ignore or explain away variant evidence •• 11 (1) 

Thus, historians who have attempted to define a central theme in 

Southern history have contributed to the field of historical knowledge 

only in that their theorizing ultimately resulted in "concepb s" by 

which the historian of a later day might test his data. However, all 

these historians ultimately went astray when they elevated their 

definitions to the plane of nrevealed truths 11 (15 J and thereby "cansciousl.'V 

or unconsciously, served the purposes of promoters and pnop agandd atia ;" l2) 

Thus~ it is Smiley1s thesis that 11there is, and there can be, no central 



theme of Sou them history. '" l l ) 

Were this, in essence, the totality of Smiley's thesis as presented 

in this pape:r, it would be ridiculous to disagree with this salutary 
(lVER:~ 

antidote directed againstAsimplification. However, it is not. Smiiley, 

in disproving the major theses ( nrevealed truthsn) of all those men 

who have searched for a central theme, has~ by implication combined 

the salient features of all such theories and constructed an eclectic 

central theme in Southern history. However, this new eclectic theory 

rests firmly on no solid foundation. In other words, Smiley has 

disentangled fact and fiction to such an extent that he has denied 

that for which he is actually seeking, a central theme d.n Southern 

history in the context of which all eclectic propositions will have a 

relative and factual validity. In short, &niley has not only denied 

that slavery was the only cause or that weather was the only factor 

but further that slavery was a primary cause or- the weather even one 

of many essential factors. 

In consequence of Smiley's eclecticism in which all is destroyed 

and nothing constiwucted, the dilemma of the historian has been compounded. 

The historian has been denied the use of a broad, generally defined, 

and infinitely elastic category in which his collected date. can, not 

by reducing the criteria of intellectual standards but by making such 

criteria infinitely and truthf'Ully elastic, be intelligently fashioned 

into factual history. According to Smiley, therefore, the historian can 

no longer justifiably say - true, slavery was not the cause of the 

.American Civil war, but slavery, in all its various manifestations and 

ramifications. lies at the very heart of every cause of the conflict. 

To such a proposal. as Smiley would have it, this reviewer is emphatically 

opposed. 
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Having discussed such historians as Phillips, Craven, and Owsley 

and established his point that these historians' central themes amount: 

to little more than nrevealed truths1' (dogmatic, unelastic categories), 

Smiley says no more. By extension, however, his reader is able to 

deduce that in Smiley's opinion, Southern history can be understood only 

by considering with varying deg:I'ees of emphasis a multitude of factors. 

Southern history means states rights, the weather, Negroes held in 

chattel slavery, Cultural and Romantic Nationalism, the~ d.Uello, 

the White desire to keep the Black in chattel slavery for socio-economic 

reasons, the abolitionists, the ahsence of industry, a socio-economic 

complex stagnated and stratified in its specialization, the plantation, 

Yeomen farmers, debtors, mint juleps and a whole host of other factors. 

Smiley has not mentioned the cotton gin which by implication several 

times removed can be oonst~ued as a category of Southern history and 

he has avoided putting into print a general yet·very significant term, 

localism. In essence, Smiley has informed his reader that the term 

Southern means everything; the world as it were from 1619 to 1860 in 

one word. 

Yet, this warning that the word Southern is indeed a verry difficult 

and complex word to identify properly does not solve Smiley's basic 

problem. In fact, he has compounded his and other historians' dilemmas 

to a much greate~ extent. What this reviewer suggests is that with very 

little effort and more comfort to historians, not to mention more 

historical insight, Smiley might have wrapped up his package as neatly as 

did Rollin G. Osterweis, "By 18601 the boundaries of the United States 

encompassed two nations. A people whose way of life had received direction 

from the plantation system and the institution o~ slavery Laven Osterweis 

attempts a frivolous distinction between these two inextricably inte:rwoven 
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concepts~ began to manifest a group consciousness suggestive o.f 

nineteenth century European Romantic Nationalism. 11 Qollin G. 

Osterweis,, as quoted by Edwin c. Rozwenc,, (ed.), Slavery ~ !! Cause 

gt. ~ Civil ![!!! (Boston, 1949}, p , x;J 

There must be a theme in history and a central theme at that. 

While in truth there may be multi.fa:rious stimuli and reactions in any 

given situation, there must be one stimulus or a definitive combination 

o.f several stimuli to which an organism is most responsive. The same 

holds true for the history o.f a people or a section of people. In 

the history- of the South, this stimuli,, or if you will central theme, 

is slavery. Southern intellectuals, Dabney, Thornwell, Bledsoe,, as 

well as Charleston artisans and Texan share-croppers were overwhelmingly 

involved with the problems manifested by the presence of the Negro in 

the South. It: one seeks continuity, then, such men as these are still 

deeply involved in the very same question. 

Slrliley1s failure is his inability to go beyond recognizing th:Bories 

of central history as being only valid concepts and to designate the 

one, all-embracing central theme in Southern history, slavery or the 

.American Negro. One suggests more than a mere concept by which to 

validate data when he observes, as some historians have, that the South 

was created as a conscious minority only through attacks from without. 

Thus, to recognize such a central theme in all its manifestations and 

ramifications as lying at the very heart of all central themes is 

unequivocally not "dd,e Geschichte in Schubladen zu sper-r-en , 11 Rather, it 

is to give to history a genuine, intelligible- and factual significance. 
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The difficulty in writing a critique of this article is that 
the author has left little room for argument. He is correct on every count: 
it is wrong to :prostitute Clio's virtues by seeking a rigid "central theme" 
in Southern (or any •other) history; it is true that some historians in seeking 
such a theme have lighted u,on the plantation system or climate or even the 
incidence of farming with mules as the all-embracing key; it is true that 
subsequent historians have in most cases refuted their erroneous theories; 
and it is true that the solemn duty of the historian is to eschew ,olemics 
and propaganda and to explain the causal relationships of events·in a time 
sequence. 

Agreed. And who would take issue with this? And where does it 
get us? The author of this article has seemingly set up a row of sj;raw men and 
proceeded to knock them down. If this had been written for delivery at the 
first session of a course in Southern History, it would possess a great deal 
of merit and would probably have provoked a discussion about the alleged 
11South-ness" of the South. But every historian and would-be historian, no 
matter how flagrantly he may violate the canons of objectivity in his own 
work, at least knows when to nod in polite agreement. This article, which is 
an able sunnnary of discredited "central themes" in Southern history, is one 
with which no one will disagree. 

It could have been better. The organizational scheme, which 
is common to such surveys of historiography, presents "Thesis" and "Thesis 
Demolished" in rather tiresome succession. The author might have enlivened 
his work, and perhaps done himself more credit, if he had presented each 
interpretation and then demolished it himself. As it is, the reader is given 
a brief account of what Historian A found to be the central theme in 
Southern history, followed by what Historian B (and not the author) said 
in refutation. And although it is em~hasized that Historian A with his 
alleged 11centra.l theme" was serving the cause of politicians or propa 
gandists, we are seldom told why he did so, or why he went wrong. We must 
be content with the evidence that Historian B, who, ~resumably, had no 
historical axe to grind, produced against him. 

Why have historians been so persistent in searching for a 
central theme in Southern history? Even though we readily admit that it is 
folly to hope to find such a "key" to Southern history, the very fact that 
so many historians have searched for an all-embracing interpretation of 
the South as region or people or frame of mind suggests that in some yet 
undiscovered way the South is unique. In this regard, the historian can not 
entirely ignore the Northerner who, disembarking from at rain in Atlanta, 
lmows instantly that 11the South" is "different" from Patterson, New Jersey. 
This is an unhistorical judgement, but it is not necessarily a reflection 
of the Northerner's bias---a.ny more than the search of a trained historian 
••11•11••11iil1poimfit•••s for a "central theme" necessarily reflects faulty think 
ing or lack of objectivity. The author of this article does not, of course, 
reject the use of certain "themes" or frames of reference as historical 
tools of limited utility; he recognizes that it the historian understands 
their limitations and does not try to make of them "statements of revealed 
truth" they can aid him in differentiating what he takes to be "the South" 
from the rest of America or Southerners from the rest of the herd---at least 
on a limited scale, and with limited success. So where is the argument? 

The typewritten note attached to this article, suggesting 
that a look at the breakup of the English system of abbeys might throw 
light on the orgins of the Southern ,1antation system, is itself evidence 
that the search for new frames of reference and new distinguishing Jlllll 
characteristics will go on, though always within the bound~ of objectivity. 
In effect, historians will continue to construct new questions to ask of 
the literary remains of "the South." And, sooner- or later, they will have 



to marshal their facts and arrange their data in a way t!E.t expresses the 
answers they found to their questions. They must try to avoid partisan 
ship, to be sure, but they must answer their questions. And herein lies 
the difficulty evecy "interpretation" of Southern history, whether simplistic 
(as with many of the "central theme" historians) or pluralistic. 

'When I began reading this article, I ho~ed that the author 
would eventually bring in some new insights into Southern histocy or suggest 
new frames of reference that the previous historians who searched for the 
"central theme" had ignored or neglected---something like the Four American 
Traditions thing. I really hoped for something new, however pessimistic the 
author was of the old interpretations. It just ISii•t there. 

This piece is well and, at times, entertainingly written; 
it presents abundant evidence that recent historians of the South have not 
agreed with their predecessors that there exists a "central theme" in 
Southern history; and it is a good summary of what current historians 
think of non-objective scholarship. But it is not world-shakingly new. 
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A critieiism of t:::e notion that there !"'iEht be some c onnectd on · tweea English 

rr~c:>n&steries and the P'larrtat Lon S;stem in Americas 

moat humbly sul :r.it t.ed by Bruce Fetter 

Thi= su~c;es+,ion above calls for not one monograpa, '.;ut one or tv10 s .ts of' 

..;J.... The impact of nonast.erde s en the .t"h.r:tation system throu..,h En:lish ma nors , 

1. En:lish raanors 'efore dissolution. 

2 • .L.on~lish manors tlter disGolution. Did the;y take on -.ny of the monasteries' 

J. Entlish ~a~ors in ar~as which produced successful Souther. settlers. 

4. 'l'he plantation in the first .... nera tions. 

B. I'he Impac t of ncru.:teries on the p'Iant at Lcn system throu.,h En,;,lish corpora ti ons .. 

1. E11'lish ccrporatd ens bef or'e :'lissolutLm .. 

2. E~tlish corporat.Lcns tifter r~ssaluti•x:. 

3. En~lish corporations uhich touched on the families of men who became 

successful s~uthern settlers. 

4. The ccrpora+Lcn i::J. +he first ~l!'ner.-.tions. 



Mr. X's denial that the history of the South can be explained 

in terms of one ~=-~~is true and his char-re that many earlier 

Review of Mr. X's"The Cuest for the Central Theme in Southern HO.story." 

historians have sought over-simplified nkeysn to the understanding 

of Southern history is·well-placed. It is difficult to attack the 

author in his analysis of these one-sided apJroaches. One is 
,.,"-#1 n er: 

likely to be hypnotized by the deft with wh rh he :ir& illustrates 

the fallacy of the hook-worm or the mule-theory of Southern History. 

Occasionally, however, he is Jl!!if not altogether convincing. 

It may be that "'the house that Jack built'" (p. 3) had other 

foundjtions besides white supremacy and a deterministic weather system, 

but the former i.a s certainly been of significance in 0outhern history. 

)\nd why go on for four pages laboriously destroying the "we at he r-" 

treory of ~outhern rlistory? Does any serious historian rePlly think 

history of the oouth can be understaod in terms 

of its mean tem~erature? 

It is also quite true that the plantation was not nearly so 

wides Jread as h~c ~een earlier believe. But what about the plantation 

ideal? 11~he i.)outh was not the sole possessor of either emotion- 

alism in religion or the Bible coliege," (p. 11) but to ignore the 

unique religio0s attidue of the South is to misunderstand its history. 

A criticism of Mr. X would c~ntinue throubhout his paper on this account. 

lt would be unjust ro r he has only sought to show that thees factors 

do memmmzp? 
0BlfR 

not---by themselves---explain all of Southern history. 

But does any competent historian have such a simplffied view of 

hlistory? 
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I think Mr. X does open himself to criticism in his statement of the 

Craven-Owsley approach to Southern History • .tie is quite correct in 

saying that the South was not created as a defense mechanism against 

outside attack. ~On.the other hand, on cannot say that Southern 

nationalism was not affected and accentuated by these attacks. ~t 

certainly is an oversimplification to say that in promoting sectional 

cons c i ousne s.. , "...Joutllern leaders were merely acting in accordance 

with the national pat.t e is, 11 (p. 141 There were examples of politicans 

in the North and \1Test appealing to economic unity or social 
efforts 

s o Lf dar-Lt.y , but I have found no widespread)1to defend "Horth-East" 

Mr. X's criti~ism Perhaps other early 

or 11Western n ideals. Such a movement would be incongruous. F'rr t.her-mor-s , 

Nr. X's inference that the South had no reason to feel itself under 

attack is irrelevant. i·.nat is significant is that Southerners did 

consider themselves and their institutions under attack and they 

acted upon this as~um9tion. 

naive and unqu~stioning enough to accept at face value conclusions 

which have been reached by t.he.ir predecessors? I>tt:xxXJtllt'Jr.upp 1"'fflF. 

In any case, it seems to me that the whole thrust of the historiography 

of tioday is to try and exp!ain Southern history in terms• of 

many f ctors rather than a single over-riding theme. Mr. X's 

opponent (the one-therne..xR school of Southern hmstory) is a most 

convenient vil~ain) 

possibility that he 

one should not ignore the 

a/s" Je «. ~ f,. « ~a ..... . 



through the English corporations, I must confess that 1 ~don't 

• >I ...... 
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Note:~ As to the idea that there might be some connection 

between English monasteries and the Plantation system in America 

know enough about monasteries, English manors or English corporations 

to com ent intelligibly. however, never having allowed ignorance 

to stand in way befqre, I would hazard a guess that such 

an inq4}1y might be fruitful if preliminary investigation reveals 

there was l'illlJI historical continuity (physically or intelle~ally} 

between these four institutions. The suggestion sounded a little 

far-fetched when I first read it, but perhaps .... 


